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Simulating Train Dispatching Logic with High-Level Petri Nets
Dušan JEREMIĆ*, Sanjin MILINKOVIĆ, Sandra KASALICA
Abstract: Railway simulation is commonly used as a tool for planning and analysis of railway traffic in operational, tactical and strategical level. During the simulation, a
typical problem is a deadlock, i.e. a specific composition of trains on a simulated section positioned in such a way that they are blocking each other's paths. Deadlock
avoidance is very important in the simulation of railways because deadlock can stop the simulation, and significantly affect the simulation results. Simulation of train
movements on a single track line requires implantation of additional rules and principles of train spacing and movement as train paths are more often in conflict than on a
double track line. A High-level Petri Nets simulation model that detects and manages train path conflicts on a single track railway line is presented. Module for train
management is connected to other modules on a hierarchical High-level Petri net. The model was tested on a busy single track mainline between Hrpelje-Kozina and Koper
in south-western Slovenia.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Railway traffic is considered a very complex system as
it consists of interactions between trains, infrastructure,
and constraints imposed by transport demand (timetable).
Trains operate under the operational procedures, rules
(dependent on the type of safety equipment installed on the
track) and interactions with other trains. The interaction
between trains is planned in a timetable, a schedule of train
movement. The planned timetable is determining the
departure and arrival times for all trains, but this plan is
always influenced by real-life stochastic disruptions, so
often trains operate with delays. Movement of trains on a
single track line is additionally restricted as, at one point in
time, only trains moving in one direction can be occupying
a track section between two stations. The conditions in
these complex systems are very hard to analyse without the
use of simulation modelling. Simulation of railway
operations and train movement can be a demanding task
and depends on the level of details that are required to
analyse. In the microscopic simulation, a model of a
railway line, station or a network, is replicated with a high
level of details, including, for example, track grade,
curvature, tunnels, location of power supply stations, etc.
For a macroscopic level, selection of elements,
combination of objects, or simplifications and
assumptions, can be selected depending on the level and
size of the simulated system. Many software tools and
simulation packages are developed for this purpose and
offer a specialized approach to railway simulation.
Simulation is a very efficient tool for the analysis of
the train traffic and thus an important input to a process of
planning in railways. Railway simulation is mostly used to
estimate timetables, the capacity of lines, train delays, train
stops, energy consumption, etc. When planning a new line
or building new railroads, it is an essential tool for
analysing the impact of the new system. Petri nets are used
in many applications that have procedures for dynamic
discrete event systems, such as manufacturing, industry,
and transport systems. Petri net can simulate systems with
reasoning about objects and resources and their changing
states. Petri nets are well suited to represent the states of a
dynamic system made up of concurrent active objects
sharing resources. Consequently, Petri nets are selected as
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a tool that can be used because of its ability to model
dynamic discrete event system, and the system of train
movements on a single track line is such a system.
This paper addresses the problem of deadlock
avoidance for railway simulation on a single track line.
This is important as railway simulation is commonly an
integral part of planning processes in the operational,
tactical and strategic level. Module for dispatching logic is
connected to subsystems of all stations in a model.
Deadlock avoidance during simulation of train's movement
is managed in a dispatching logic module. Dispatching
logic is implemented by using Petri nets ability to model
the concurrent behaviour of distributed systems. In this
paper, a simulation model of a single track rail line based
on High-level Petri nets (HLPN) is proposed. Further, the
condition of a train movement between stations on a single
track is in Petri nets presented by its ability to coordinate
concurrent active objects that share resources. Model is
created by modules defined for a specific type of sections,
connected in a hierarchical structure. The presented model
uses High-level Petri nets where trains are tokens, places
are sections (track section, station section, switch section,
etc.), transitions are conditions for train movement.
Properties of HLPN are used to organize and simplify the
model: colour tokens have information on train number,
path, length, category, etc.; hierarchy enables the design of
modules that represent sections and combination of a
section in different levels of modelling, time is used in
managing the departure of trains according to the
timetable. HLPN model is further developed to model
dispatching logical reasoning during simulation by
collecting data on train location. Data on track section
occupation, required to create dispatching decisions, are
collected from the station's subsystems by tokens that
indicate the place status. Module for train dispatching can
alter train paths and give priority for specific train
depending on the current traffic situation: number of
available tracks in neighbouring stations, location of the
trains, and train priority. Verification and validation of an
HLPN model are achieved by comparison to the simulation
model created in OpenTrack commercial software, for a
selected single-track rail line between Hrpelje-Kozina and
Koper in south-western Slovenia. This line, although
simple with only three stations and one junction was
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chosen due to the fact that it is used by a high number of
trains, over 100 trains per day are scheduled. On the other
hand, stations have low capacity, just one passing track per
station and using their capacity to the maximum is
necessary for the functioning of the line.
Paper is organized as follows: after the introduction
and literature review, in Chapter 3, the High-level Petri net
model of single track train traffic is presented. In Chapter
4 module for simulation of train dispatching logic by Highlevel Petri Nets is presented. In Chapter 5 a case study: a
simulation model of a Hrpelje-Kozina-Koper line is
presented. Then, in Chapter 6 simulation results and
discussion, and finally, in the last chapter, conclusion is
presented.
2

LITERATURE REVIEW

There is a number of software packages that are
specialized for railway operation simulations: OpenTrack,
RailSys, RTC, MultiRail, CMS, etc. These software
solutions are very good for general simulation, very easy
to use, and give excellent results. However, they cannot be
easily adaptable for specific problems and complex
systems without the use of simplifications, assumptions,
and reduction of a model for railway systems. As a
simulation tool, Petri nets are used in many applications
including
industrial,
manufacturing
and
other
transportation systems which share common principles
with railway traffic. All these systems share the common
goal of avoiding deadlocks or states in which the system
could not operate beyond a certain point.
Petri net theory and applications are discussed in
several papers by Jensen and Rosenberg [1], Jensen [2] and
He and Murata [3]. Yang and Li [4] developed dynamic
timed fuzzy Petri net used for monitoring and control of
industrial processes. Janssens et al. [5] used a Timed Petri
net for vehicle routing simulation. Xing et al. [6] developed
a Petri net controller for preventing deadlocks in flexible
assembly systems. Yue et al. [7] analysed automated
manufacturing systems using Petri net model in case of
unreliable resources and failures. Liu et al. [8] used
stochastic Petri net of subsea blowout preventer control
system.
In railway applications, Petri nets are often used for
railway infrastructure and timetable models. Yung-Hsiang
Cheng and Li-An Yang [9] developed a decision support
system for train dispatchers using fuzzy Petri Net. Fuzzy
Petri Net approach is used to formulate decision rules of
dispatchers in case of abnormality in which decision rules
and factors are collected by interviews with dispatchers.
Meng et al. [10] used Petri nets to create macroscopic
network model of train operations in the railway network.
The model consists of train tracks, station, and arrivaldeparture track subnet model. Model is used for
harmonizing train timetables of neighbour dispatching
sections. Malavasi and Ricci [11] created modular Petri net
model with generalized station model for any layout or
interlocking system and generalized line model to be
applied to any signalling system. Station model contains
sets of nodes which represent various elements of railway
infrastructure: track circuits, switches, signals which are
linked with transitions. Line model contains sets of nodes
such as block sections, signals which are also linked with
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transitions. Potehkin et al. [12] developed a discrete event
model using Petri nets. The model consisted of several
basic elements such as station to station block, segment,
block section, railway point and a light signal. Special
control elements ensure railway traffic safety
requirements. Fay [13] developed a fuzzy dispatching
support system, which analyses traffic for near future and
proposes adequate dispatching actions based on expert
knowledge. Knowledge is acquired with interviews and
open questions with dispatchers, which is used to define
rules represented with Fuzzy Petri Net. Zhuang et al. [14]
modelled train timetable with timed place Petri net and
used it for conflict prediction. Conflict prediction is shown
by means of train graph with suggestions to dispatchers
how to resolve the conflict.
Deadlock detection, analysis, and prevention as a
crucial part of any railway infrastructure simulation are
analysed in several papers. Fanti et al. [15] used a coloured
Petri Nets (CPN) model of a dynamic rail system for
determining deadlock situations. The prevention policy is
expressed by a set of linear inequality constraints, called
coloured Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraints that
are enforced by adding appropriate monitor places. Using
digraph tools, deadlock situations are characterized and a
strategy is established to define off-line a set of
Generalized Mutual Exclusion Constraints that prevent
deadlock. Pachl [16] proposed a method for deadlock
detection and avoidance with dynamic route reservation. In
order to authorize the train entrance to the next section, a
specified number of track sections in front of a train must
be reserved. Track sections could be reserved for several
trains in which case reservations are stacked in a similar
way like stacked routes in an interlocking.
The model presented in this paper is an extension of a
model described by Milinkovic et al. [17], where authors
developed a Fuzzy Petri net (FPN) for estimating train
delays. Based on similar modelling principles, the use of a
simulation model is extended by introducing the HLPN
subsystem that uses logical reasoning of a train dispatcher
to create a deadlock-free simulation on a single track
railway line.
3

MODELLING TRAIN MOVEMENT BY HIGH-LEVEL PETRI
NETS

Petri nets are a graphical and mathematical modelling
tool used to analyse and simulate concurrent systems.
Theory of Petri nets is based on the mathematical theory of
bipartite graphs. The system is modelled as a bipartite
graph with two sets of nodes, a set of places which
represent state or system objects and a set of events which
represent transitions which determine dynamics of the
system [18].
3.1 High-Level Petri Nets
High-level Petri nets (HLPN) is a term which is used
for many extensions of basic Petri net principle such as
coloured Petri nets, hierarchical Petri nets and others.
HLPN have much higher modelling power since all tokens
can be assigned with its own colour which has a certain
value of a complex data type. Token colours enable the use
of complex logic expressions and functions which can be
Technical Gazette 28, 2(2021), 639-648
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used on places, transitions and arcs. In addition, the
hierarchical structure of HLPN enables the use of
subsystems or modules by which large models can be
obtained by combining a set of subsystems. Definition of
High-level Petri net used in this paper is given in
Milinkovic et al. [17].
A Petri net is a 6-tuple PN = (P, T, A, W, M, D), where:
• P = {p1, p2, …, pm} is a finite set of places;
• T = {t1, t2, …, tn} is a finite set of transitions;
• A is a set of directed arcs connecting places and
transitions;
• W: A →{1, 2, 3, …}is a weight function for labelling
arcs, where a k-weighted arc denotes the set of k parallel
arcs;
• M: P→ {0, 1, 2, 3, …}is the initial marking assigning
to place p a nonnegative integer k, i.e., marking place p
with k tokens;
• D: P(DS)→ {0, 1, 2, 3, …}is the initial marking for PN
dispatching system assigning to place p(ds) a nonnegative
integer k(ds), i.e., marking place p(ds) with k(ds) tokens.
On PN graphs places are represented with circles while
transitions are represented with squares or rectangles. The
arcs for input and output functions are represented as
directed lines. The transition of a system from one state to
another occurs when an event transpires, it can also be a
moment when the time period in a certain state expires.
3.2 Modelling Railway Operations Using Petri Nets
Simulating a railway infrastructure is often a complex
and demanding task in which many dependencies and
variables must be taken into account in order to create an
accurate model. Depending on the desired accuracy
infrastructure can be modelled as microscopic or
macroscopic level. The macroscopic level is more general,
stations are represented with single nodes and described
with attributes regarding the station capacity such as a
number of tracks, speed and other relevant information.
Microscopic model is more detailed since all basic
elements such as tracks, switches and signals are
represented with separate nodes which are linked together
with dependencies as in the real system.
In Petri nets trains can be represented as tokens while
all other infrastructure elements (block sections, switches,
station tracks) can be represented as places. Since tokens
are coloured, they can carry a number of information about
train attributes which are constant trough model like train
number, length, train type but also some information which
can be changed as the train (token) passes through the
model. That information includes arrival, departure and
waiting times at each place, arrival and departure speed at
each section, train path and other relevant information
concerning train movement through the system. Besides
trains, some other elements can be represented as tokens,
for example, information carriers between different
elements of railway infrastructure. These tokens can also
be coloured depending on types and amount of information
which they carry. The information which includes time can
only be carried on timed Petri nets.
Transitions in Petri nets are used for applying firing
rules or rules for movement of tokens through the model.
There is a number of rules with different level of
complexity which can be used. Simpler rules usually do not
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 2(2021), 639-648

include token colour or other properties, for example
forbidding firing in case output place is busy. These rules
are often embedded in simulation software and do not need
additional defining. Advanced rules use token colour as a
decision criterion, for example, train number, length,
direction are used to determine if the transition would
occur or not. In case of multiple output places these rules
decide which transition should occur.
There are two conditions which Petri net needs to fulfil
in order to accurately simulate railway infrastructure and
that is safety and liveness condition. Safety conditions are
basic conditions in railway traffic, for example, two
moving trains cannot occupy the same track section at the
same time or train routes could not overlap or traverse each
other. Liveness condition means that in no circumstances
deadlock between trains could occur. Possibility of
deadlock is much higher on single track than on double
track lines since on single track lines there is only one track
for both directions of travel.
3.3 Modelling Elements of Railway Infrastructure
Model of railway infrastructure for this research was
created with software ExSpect, which is used for discrete
process modelling. It is best-suited for modelling of
production and logistics chains, business processes and
telecommunication systems. ExSpect supports hierarchical
and coloured Petri nets which enable the use of subsystems
in the modelling process. Models can be analysed for
structural correctness properties, and their behaviour can
be observed through simulation, either step-by-step,
continuous or with breakpoints.
Program components include predefine elements
which can be used to create objects in the model. Basic
elements are places (channels), transitions (processors) and
arcs (connections) which are standard Petri net elements.
There are also elements like the store which are used to
save and export data during simulations, time generator
and input and output pins, which are used to connect lower
to higher level subsystems inside a model.
In this paper the ability of HLPN to create hierarchical
systems is used. The whole model is decomposed into
subsystems or modules which are stored in the program
database and can be easily imported into the model. This is
a very useful feature for models where some elements or
subsystems appear more than once. In railway
infrastructure simulations those elements are a block or
track section and switch. Track section corresponds to
insulated section, which is section of a track whose
occupancy can be controlled independently from other
sections. Model is then created by entering modules in
order as in real system and then connecting them to each
other and to other necessary elements such as stores. Such
a method requires more time during initial programming
for module creation but enables the creation of larger and
more complex models since these modules can be used to
model any system where there are similar processes. By
creating additional modules it is possible to model a large
number of railway systems.
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3.4 Modules in Petri Net Simulation
Basic modules which are used in modelling any
railway line are block section and switch. The main
difference between them is that the block section has one
input and one output for each direction and switch has a
minimum of two outputs for at least one direction of travel.
A most common case for the switch is two outputs in one
direction of travel which represents a simple one-sided
switch in a real system. Block sections can be either line
block sections between stations or track sections in
stations, where common elements include input and output
for each direction, elements which calculate travel time
through section and section occupancy. In order to make

this module universal for different block sections, all block
section modules need to have external connections for data
different for each block section like length and permitted
speed. Other external connections which appear in both
kinds of block section include time generator and storage
"state" which is used for keeping information about the
state of the block section (free, occupied by train route,
occupied by train). The main difference between the line
block section and track section module is in speed, travel
time calculation and block release elements. Line block
section calculates these elements from block signal aspect
while track section receives them from external storage.
Simple switch module is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 Simple switch module

Model of railway infrastructure is created by placing
these two types of modules in order in which they appear
in the real system. Modules are connected directly to each
other or via transitions that represent main signals. These
modules also need to be connected with their other external
elements such as time, state, etc. Since these modules are
just executory devices, they need control logic in order to
successfully manage train movement. This control logic is
contained in the dispatching module as main control logic
and in station interlocking processors that execute
commands from the dispatching system.
3.5 Simulating Railway Traffic by High-Level Petri Nets
In railway operation, there are several basic rules
which are mutual for all railway systems. The first and
most basic rule is about track occupancy: two moving
trains cannot occupy the same track section at the same
time. Since for all train movements precise routes must be
set, there are also several rules which govern relations
between routes, such that train routes could not overlap or
traverse each other. These are basic rules which could be
easily applied in Petri nets with some IF-THEN
dependencies and they can be performed by station
interlocking processors.
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Station interlocking processors are transitions that
receive route setting commands and send tokens to other
infrastructure elements to set appropriate state. Route
setting commands are actually multi-coloured tokens with
all information necessary for route setting such as: the
direction of travel, track number, type of route, train
number of a train which requests route setting and state of
the route setting command. Route setting command starts
when the train passes certain signal, it is then sent to the
dispatching system, and then to station interlocking
processors. When route setting command (token) is
received, the first step is to check the state of all elements
of the desired route and if they are free setting their state to
"occupied by route". If either element is busy route setting
command is returned to the dispatching system with the
state "busy".
4

TRAIN DISPATCHING LOGIC BY HIGH-LEVEL PETRI
NETS

Station interlocking processors are suitable just for
basic tasks, executing commands received from
dispatching system. On single track lines with bidirectional
travel direction, the more complex control logic is required
and therefore separate dispatching subsystem must be
used. In this model dispatching system is created as a
Technical Gazette 28, 2(2021), 639-648
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separate module which is connected to the rest of the
system by input and output pins used for sending and
receiving command tokens. Dispatching system itself has
several components which are divided by type and status
of incoming command. Type of command represents the
type of route and in most stations the only entrance and exit
routes are used. The state is another characteristic and all
commands could have several possible states:
1) Request-request for route creation
2) Ok-the route is successfully created
3) Busy-route or part of the route is occupied
4) Free-the route is released and freed for another use

All commands enter the dispatching system through a
single processor ("Command selector") and are routed to
the appropriate subsystem depending on their type and
status. In all subsystems, the first level of control is
checking whether requested route setting command is
available and not in conflict with another command (route).
Deadlock prevention often requires interaction between
two subsystems. Overview of dispatching subsystem is
shown in Fig. 2. For simplicity and better understanding,
some subsystems are shown as one transition (square) but
actually, they include several transitions (processors) that
perform different checks.

Figure 2 Overview of the dispatching system module

Subsystem "Request" handles commands for entrance
route requests in stations and performs several checks
before sending route request to station interlocking
processors. The first check is the availability of requested
command in "entrance id" storages; if the requested route
is not available then that route has already been used by
another train. Next check is performed to establish if
selected route could cause deadlock by checking number
of available track in the stations and whether the route to
the same track from opposite direction is used. And final
check is determining if there is a train from opposite
direction, in that case route is changed to siding instead to
main track. Similar in function is "Entrance territory
request" subsystem which performs check whether the
entrance of a train to simulated section is permitted.
Subsystem "Ok" handles commands for entrance and
exit routes after they are successfully formed. In case of
entrance route, this command triggers a request for an exit
route from the same track in the same direction. That
command is then redirected to exit command subsystem.
Subsystem "Busy" handles commands of routes which
could not be successfully formed due to the occupation of
some part of the requested route. In case of entrance route
in most cases occupation is caused by route overlap or
flank protection from another route and in case of exit route
usually next block section is occupied.
Subsystem "Free" handles commands from released
routes. Route release for both entrance and exit routes
occurs when the train passes the exit signal. This subsystem
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 2(2021), 639-648

returns route id to appropriate storage and therefore enables
usage of that station track for another route.
Deadlock occurs when two trains from opposing
direction meet and neither of them could continue its
journey. This problem is more pronounced on single track
lines since there is only one track for both directions of
travel. The deadlock could occur on the open line between
stations or in the station area. Deadlock on open line could
happen when the line is divided into two or more block
sections, in which case trains could meet on an open line.
This problem is easily solved with travel direction
blockade. This solution is part of every modern
interlocking device and in this model is also incorporated
in the station and block interlocking processors.
A more serious and complex problem is when a
deadlock occurs in the station area, a problem caused by a
number of trains exceeding the station's capacity. A
common case of deadlock is when all tracks in the station
are occupied with trains going in the same direction, and at
the same time, train from the opposite direction is
travelling towards that station. Basic principle in deadlock
prevention is that number of opposing trains from at least
one direction must not exceed number of free tracks in the
station minus one track for opposing trains. Principles of
deadlock detection and resolution are shown in Fig. 3.
In this model, the proposed deadlock detection system
is somewhat similar to the system proposed in Pachl [16],
but instead of route reservations it uses capacity counters
for each station and by comparing their state determines if
643
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deadlock could happen. Capacity counters are storages
which keep numerical information about the number of
trains in the station, number of trains approaching the
station and number of trains which have exit route formed
from next station, for both directions of travel. In
dispatching system, these numbers are connected with
route forming and releasing. When the exit route is formed
from one station, capacity counter in the next station for
that direction of travel is increased by one. When exit route
is released from one station, capacity counter for the same
station is decreased by one. Deadlock prevention is
therefore based on comparing states of the next station
counter and determining if the next station has enough
capacity to accept train. If not, the train is held at the
current station and exit route request is repeated at regular
intervals. Beside stations, entry points to a simulated

section also need to check for possible deadlock before
accepting trains. When a train is entering the simulated
territory, dispatching system must check every station
capacity counter in order to determine if there is enough
capacity to accept another train. Checking starts from the
first station and if it has not enough free tracks checking is
performed on next one until the first station with enough
free tracks is found. Checking is performed using IF –
THEN dependencies and if the command for exit route
could create deadlock command is delayed until there is no
more possibility for deadlock. The same principle applies
for route request for entering a simulated route. By using
capacity counters entrance routes to stations are not formed
far in advance but only when the train is at a certain
distance in front of the station, in this paper it is two block
sections in front of the station.

Figure 3 Illustration of deadlock system functioning

5

SIMULATION OF RAILWAY LINE HRPELJE-KOZINAKOPER

Railway line Hrpelje-Kozina-Koper is located in
south-western Slovenia, it is a part of Divača-Koper line
which connects Ljubljana-Sežana international main line
to the port of Koper. Nowadays Koper is one of the busiest
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Adriatic ports and it is used by trains from Slovenia,
Austria, Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary
which in turn makes Divača-Koper line the busiest railway
line in Slovenia. Due to difficult terrain and height
difference the line is still single tracked with crossing
sidings and a maximum gradient of 26‰. These are the
main reasons why this line, with around 100 trains per day,
Technical Gazette 28, 2(2021), 639-648
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has capacity utilization over 90% of its theoretical
capacity.
Currently, on this line, there is one junction Prešnica
and three stations: Črnotiče, Hrastovlje and Rižana. All
three stations have two tracks used only for meeting and
overtaking of trains. The line between stations is divided
into block sections with three block sections between each
station, the only difference is between Črnotiče and
Hrastovlje where there are four block sections. Traffic is
controlled from dispatching centre Postojna which is
located on Ljubljana-Sežana mainline. Schematic of the
line with all tracks, switches and signals is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 Schematic of Hrpelje-Kozina-Koper line

5.1 Petri Net Model of Hrpelje-Kozina-Koper Line
The basic principle in constructing Petri net model of
this line was using modules described in previous sections,
connecting them in the order in which they appear in a real
system and connecting all modules with the station and
block interlocking processors. Track sections in the station
are also connected to additional processors, such as track
release processors. After connecting modules to each other,
additional elements necessary for their functioning are
added. Those elements include storages info and state
which are required for all modules but also storages sig,
speed and direction which are required for certain modules.
All these storages require predefined initial value.
Processors which represent signals are placed at the end of
each section, block signals are placed between block
section modules, entrance signals in front of the station and
exit signals at the end of each track section in stations.
Their purpose is to allow or forbid the passage of trains
(tokens) and to return that signal to default aspect after the
train passes. All stations have a separate interlocking
processor which receives route requests from dispatching
subsystem.
When all elements are connected the last step before
running the simulation is adding trains. Trains can be added
manually by entering data to first place at each end of the
model or by importing data about trains from the .txt file.
Train data needs to be written in a .txt file in a specific
format and sequence of data.
In order to verify this model, the same section was
modelled using commercial software OpenTrack, a
microscopic synchronous railway simulation model.
OpenTrack simulates the behaviour of all railway elements
(infrastructure network, rolling stock, and timetable), as
well as all the processes between them. It can be easily used
for many different types of projects, including testing the
stability of a new timetable, evaluating the benefits of
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 2(2021), 639-648

different long-term infrastructure improvement programs,
and analysing the impacts of different rolling stock. For
verification and comparison of results obtained by both
simulation models OpenTrack model of Hrpelje-KozinaKoper railway line is used.
5.2 Simulation Parameters
Railway line Divača-Koper is the busiest line in
Slovenia so it was possible to use real data to fully test the
model. For testing of this model the timetable from year
2016/2017 was used with approximately 100 trains per day
which is close to the line theoretical capacity. For more
extensive testing, variants with 150 and 300 trains per day
and with random train arrivals were used.
ExSpect has a possibility to export data into an Excel
file and in this model data from each channel between
sections are entered into single Excel file. Information
from places which is entered into single .xls file is mostly
used to review the functioning of the whole system, delays,
most used routes, travel times and speed. Every entry
includes data about a train that usually do not change while
the train is passing through a model like train length, train
type, destination and data which changes at each place that
train passes like current train path and current position. All
records include simulation time at which they were
recorded. All data about train movements and track
occupancy saved in excel can later be exported to
AutoCAD for graphical representation.
During the simulation, progress could be observed
through custom animation which is created by connecting
elements from model to bitmap images. Elements like
switch, block section and signals are represented with
different bitmap images and every change in their state is
shown as a change of the bitmap image.
5.3 Simulation Results and Discussion
The goal of this simulation was to create an accurate
model of busy single track railway line using Petri nets and
to develop a dispatching system which could manage
railway traffic without creating deadlocks and unnecessary
delays. Accuracy of the model and efficiency of the
dispatching system was verified with a model of the same
section created in OpenTrack. Simulation results were
shown in the form of train graph shown in Fig. 5. Red lines
represent planned timetable, blue lines simulation results
from Petri nets and green lines represent simulation results
from OpenTrack.
The model was able to simulate conditions with 150
and 300 trains per day without deadlocks, but those results
were not compared with OpenTrack or planned timetable
since models with 150 and 300 trains used random train
arrivals and were used only for testing purposes. First
comparison and verification were performed in situations
where there are no meeting of trains. As an example the
time period from 0:00 to 3:30 was used. The second
comparison was performed in cases when opposing trains
meet. In both cases, the solution of conflicts is different due
to different arrival times in stations. Different arrival times
are on one hand created by different travel times and on the
other by interactions with other trains in previous stations.
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Figure 5 Part of the train graph of Hrpelje-Kozina-Koper railway line from 0:00 - 3:30

In all cases, it can be observed that stop time in both
models is lower than in the train schedule. For example,
train 53360 in train schedule waits 25 minutes, in
OpenTrack simulation waits 5 minutes and in Petri net
simulation does not wait at all. Results show that the
duration of stops and delays in stations is kept at a
minimum in both simulation models, and in many cases is
shorter than a train schedule. The third comparison was
performed by the length of stopping times at all stations.
Stop durations are shown for Petri net model, OpenTrack
model and train schedule. For all three models total stop
time, average stop time and maximum stop time are shown
in Tab. 1.
Table 1 Duration of stop time per model
Total stop
Maximum stop
Average stop
Model
time /
time / h:mm:ss time / h:mm:ss
h:mm:ss
Petri net model
3:24:00
0:16:45
0:06:11
OpenTrack model
3:33:00
0:18:00
0:06:27
Train schedule
17:56:00
1:04:00
0:17:56

Results show significant improvement in both models
over stop time obtained from train schedule, in total stop
time as well as in average and maximum stop time. When
comparing the two models, the Petri net model shows
shorter total stop time as well as maximum and average
stop times. These results can be confirmed by analysing
train graph which shows the different solution of conflicts
but the similar duration of stops.
Performance of dispatching subsystem itself can be
evaluated by comparing a number of dispatching actions in
case of different train arrivals. For this task current train
schedule with 100 trains per day was used, but with random
delays for all trains. In order to obtain more accurate and
average per day results 30-day period was used with
different delays for all trains. The model was tested with a
different range of random delays, which were generated in
Excel with a random number function. Three dispatching
actions were observed: train stopped on the main track,
train diverted to siding, and train diverted to siding and
stopped. The train stopped on main track was used in a
situation when the exit route could not be formed due to
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insufficient buffer times between consecutive trains or in
case the trains meet. Diverted in the station is an operation
used in the case that main track is occupied by another train
when exit route for the diverted train could be formed.
Stopped and diverted in the station is sometimes used in
cases mentioned above but mostly for meeting of an
opposing train. Since the default route setting was through
the main track, every time train is diverted or stopped
means that the dispatching system performed an action
other than just sending received command to interlocking
processors. Number of dispatching actions in 30-day
period per station is shown in Tab. 2.
Results show that in most cases the number of
dispatching actions increases with the increase of random
delay intervals. In case of complete random arrivals
number of dispatching actions is similar to simulations
with random delays between 0 and 60 or 0 and 120
minutes.
Dispatching actions could also be observed per day
and average per day. As an example, dispatching action
diverted and stopped in the station is shown in Fig. 6.
Results show that the number of dispatching actions or
the number of trains which are diverted and stopped in
stations varies from 20 to 50 but the average number of
actions is around 33. Similar variations are observed for the
other two dispatching actions, the number of trains which
are stopped on the main track in stations varies from 4 to
36 and the average number of stops is 17. The number of
trains which are diverted in stations is between 8 and 43
with an average number of trains which are diverted being
23.
Another comparison was performed by analysing
average delays per day and the total average number of
delays per day. Same random arrival timetable for the 30day period was used. Results show variations in average
delays per day from 7 to 12 minutes but total average
delays are around 9 minutes. Similar results are obtained
when stations are observed separately, average delays per
day vary from 6 to 16 minutes, but total average delays are
around 9 minutes in all three stations.
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Dispatching action
Stopped in station

Diverted in station
Stopped and diverted
in station

Station
Črnotiče
Hrastovlje
Rižana
Črnotiče
Hrastovlje
Rižana
Črnotiče
Hrastovlje
Rižana

Table 2 Number of dispatching actions in the 30-day period
Delay intervals / min
0 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 30
0 - 30
0 - 60
148
150
148
137
170
88
82
87
78
154
77
48
65
61
137
217
207
227
180
178
105
101
113
101
237
102
71
85
86
149
379
297
278
278
337
294
273
293
286
390
185
159
173
167
217

Figure 6 Number of trains stopped and diverted in stations
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CONCLUSION

High-level Petri nets are a powerful tool for creating
models of railway infrastructure. Petri nets can model the
processes that include choice, iteration, and concurrent
execution. Presented HLPN model for the single-track
railway line is flexible and easily adaptable as it is based
on a modular principle, where modules are created for any
specific section of railway infrastructure. Deadlock
avoidance during simulation is addressed and managed in
a dispatching logic module. Deadlock avoidance problem
is identified by implementing the train dispatching logic
directly to a simulation model of a single track railway line.
Dispatching logic is implemented by using Petri nets
ability to model the concurrent behaviour of distributed
systems.
Results obtained from an HLPN simulation are
compared to the results from commercial railway software
for a selected rail section. Analysis of the results shows
that, in case of train meetings, results show a significant
number of stops of opposing trains in front of entrance
signals in all stations, which in turn prolongs stops of trains
already in the station. Reasons lay in the inability to create
entrance routes from both directions in stations due to
conflicts with route overlap. Route overlap is part of the
entrance route behind the exit signal which is reserved in
case the train does not stop in front of the exit signal. After
train enters the track in the station, route overlap is active
90 seconds in which time that part of the track could not be
used for another route. On this line, route overlaps in all
three stations lead to open track and permit the creation of
entrance routes from opposing direction. Since route
overlaps must exist for safety reasons the best solution is
to build short dead-end tracks behind exit signals which
will be used just for route overlaps. That solution will
enable simultaneous entrances in the station from opposing
directions which will shorten delays and number of
unnecessary stops.
Tehnički vjesnik 28, 2(2021), 639-648

0 - 120
201
151
174
246
251
180
382
422
243

Random arrivals
204
149
166
239
228
181
344
388
230

Comparing it to other railway simulation tools, the
HLPN model has an advantage as it can provide good
modelling power and analysability. This is used to extend
the railway simulation model with a decision support tool
designed as an integral part of the simulation model. The
hierarchical structure of the HLPN model enables a
dynamical response to a train routes conflict that appears
during a simulation run. The results of the HLPN are
therefore affected by a decision on train dispatching
generated and enable experimentation with simulation
model with various nondeterministic input data
(timetables). Simulation of the same section by HLPN with
dispatching logic gives better results comparing the
number of train stops and waiting times.
The proposed simulation modelling technique should
be of interest to a readership focusing on railway
engineering and railway simulation. In practice, the
proposed HLPN railway simulation model with
dispatching actions could be used by planners to model
specific and complex railway operation systems. The
HLPN model enables experimentation with alternatives
and can be used for extensive testing in various initial
conditions with stochastic data where a decision on train
paths is dynamically determined during simulation by train
dispatching logic.
7
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